The Winter King

She wants nothing to do with fame, but he
wants everything to do with her.Yvonne
Trent had once had a dream life. Wealth,
famous parents, exotic travel and
worldwide recognition were all part of the
package that came with being a movie star.
But when fame and fortune werent enough,
Yvonne walked away from it all to find
what truly mattered. And she refuses to go
back to that empty life. Too bad Adam
Ruarke is determined to have her. Using all
of his powers of persuasion, he encourages
Yvonne to step back into the spotlight. And
though she knows there will be a price to
pay, Yvonne finds herself willing to do
almost anything to please Adam, the man
she is coming to love and admire.This
Retro Romance reprint was originally
published in April 1994 by Mills & Boon.
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